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A range of exciting and innovative
new drum products for a new decade
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Platinum Series:
New look,
New Lower price

The Latest Additions
to Our Celebrated Exotic Line

The all-maple PDP Platinum Series
has been retooled for 2010. Now
available in four flawless Lacquer
Burst and Fade finishes, and with
a much lower price tag. For a
complete list of specifications, kit
gallery, artist videos and more,
check out www.pacificdrums.
com/platinum.

Custom Shop Exotic offerings are always changing and
evolving based on rare wood supplies and the ability
to find highly figured wood species. Every exotic wood
is hand-picked for its unique appearance, making every
DW Custom Shop set a true work of art. This year is no
exception. We’re proud to announce the addition of
Quilted Redwood, Tropical Olive, Camphor Burl and
Vertical Zebra. All can be even further customized with
a range of lacquer bursts and fades and a selection of five
drum hardware colors. To see complete sets in each new
Exotic wood, visit the Drum Gallery at www.dwdrums.com
and when you’re there, don’t forget to take look at John
Good’s Gallery for even more hard-to-find Exotics.

Mainstage:
A Complete Kit in a Box

For those that want a turnkey set-up right out
of the box, we offer the all-new Mainstage.
It’s an ultra-affordable 5-piece set-up that
includes hardware and cymbals in one
package. Available in two durable wrapped
finishes, Black Metallic and Bronze Metallic
with black hardware. Learn more at www.
pacificdrums.com.

Pacific’s Newest
All-Maple Snares
Are a Hit

Artists are already talking about
PDP’s latest snare drums. Added to
the line are the stealthy line of black
on black lacquer Blackouts, the hotrod inspired “primer black” Rat Rod,
and the maple-hooped Woody. Each
feature an all maple shell and Remo
heads. For more info and to see the
complete line of PDP snares, go to
www.pacificdrums.com/snares.
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Price Conscious Hardware
and Pedals Every Drummer
Can Appreciate

A New PDP Pedal
From the Ground Up

Newly designed 500 Series pedals have arrived. The
500 single and 502 double include drummer-friendly
features such as a dual-chain drive sprocket cam, stroke
and tension adjustments, auto racing-inspired footboard
and newly-designed 2-way beater. See more at www.
pacificdrums.com/pedals.
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In an effort to offer DW quality to even more
drummers, we’re thrilled to announce the addition of
the 2000 and 3000 Series. The 2000 Series includes
an entry level 2000 single and 2002 double pedal
with pro features like a single chain Accelerator cam,
101 2-way beater and stroke adjustment. The 3000
Series is a complete line of affordable, yet featurepacked hardware and pedals that includes a 3000
single pedal, 3002 double pedal, 3700 straight/boom
cymbal stand, 3710 straight cymbal stand, 3500 3-leg
hi-hat stand, 3500T 2-leg hi-hat stand, 3300 snare
stand, 3900 tom stand and 3100 throne. See more on
the 2000 and 3000 Series at www.dwdrums.com
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